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Himachal indicates 'Land of Snow' in Hindi. The demography of Himachal Pradesh is made with a
complex variety of hillsides, valleys, quick streaming and powerful waters and hilly areas covered
with snowfall. The place is characterized by narrow, quick streaming waters and a vibrant social
tradition and custom. The areas of Kinnaur, Spiti and Lahaul should be part of your Himachal tour
packages as they are stunning in their visual and cultural appeal.

On a Shimla tour package, one can find that the location has powerful bonding with nearby Tibet
and there are noticeable social and spiritual parallels. Nestled away in hill folds for decades, this is
one region of the world that has both appeal and secret. Kinnaur, Spiti and Lahaul provide a touch
of exotica and more than just a rush of experience. Honeymoon packages in Manali and Shimla are
hence extremely sought after. There are some exciting wats and temples of Tibetan Buddhist
lineages between old and new Manali and should be a part of honeymoon packages in Manali.
Some of them are Key, Dhankar, Tabo, Dharamsala, Tashizong, Rewalsar, Manali, Kardang,
Murang, Ribba, Reckongpeo, Sashur, Nako, Pooh, Kanam and Jangi.

For those with little time and seeking to cover more spots, the ideal way to discover the Himachal
region is by road. Jeep safaris are a great way to cover the high range passes and wonderful
scenery. Himachal Travel and leisure has separated the state packages into four-Dhauladhar
Voyage, Sutlej Voyage, Beas Voyage and Tribal Voyage. It is said that treks and the adventure
activity of trekking in Indian started in Himalayas as far back as four decades ago. On a Shimla tour
package, deep valleys protected with rich and luxurious vegetations filled with a vast variety of flora
guarantees the passionate trekker a fantastic and remarkable experience. The treks on Himachal
tour packages offer a range of natural points of interest, close presence of snow filled hills and
mountains and heavy tropical and moderate jungles.

River rafting, fishing, hang gliding and para gliding are popular in this region. Camping outdoors is
perhaps the best way to savor the amazing wonders of nature given upon India. On a Shimla tour
package appreciate the forests of places such as Himachal and revel the comfort of its people. Be it
Himachal tour packages or honeymoon packages in Manali, Himachal Pradesh is the place where
you can find peace, tranquility, fun and a lot of entertainment.

If you are looking for a holiday that can take you away from urbanized world and into the rustic
environs of nature, you should take a tour to Himachal. With lots of places of interest, packages to
Himachal can be worth the cost and the time that you spend in the all lovely destinations.
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a Himachal tour packages are packed with many things to do and places to visit. So on a
honeymoon packages in Manali make sure that you enjoy the scenic views and adventure sports. a
Shimla tour package can be a lifetimeâ€™s memories.
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